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                                          PETRONAS Syntium with CoolTech+™ technology


                                      
                              Cool is getting more from less
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                                          Stay tuned... our new Bag in Box for PETRONAS Syntium is coming soon
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          PETRONAS Syntium Bag in Box

          
                                        PETRONAS re-evaluated every part of the product packaging’s lifespan, from creation to depletion, to create a sustainable alternative. This environmentally friendly packaging blends sustainability with convenience thus making a significant shift towards ecological packaging in the lubricants industry.


PETRONAS Syntium Bag in Box carton pack is UN Mark Certified, made from 100% recyclable cardboard. The inner plastic bag contributes to reduce plastics by 92%: it is made of highly durable Nylon film LX with superior tensile, puncture, elongation, and heat seal strength. The ergonomic tap provides a strong aromatic barrier and ensures a clean pour, free from spillage and glugging, allowing for maximum product usage.
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        Maximise efficiency

        
                                  Most internal combustion engines (ICE) only convert around 35% of fuel into power. The remaining energy is not converted into useful work, but instead wasted, dissipated mainly as heat. To support thermal efficiency, engines need to stay cool in critical areas where excessive heat causes damage to engine parts. PETRONAS Syntium with CoolTech+ technology maximises efficiency by controlling engine-damaging heat in order to better protect the engine’s critical parts, lowers fuel consumption and emissions for cleaner, more sustainable motoring.
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       Why is it the right choice? 

        
      Engines that are unable to operate at their optimum temperature waste energy and don’t function at their best. Control excessive heat prevents deposit formation, oxidation, thermal breakdown and wear to avoid inefficiency and loss of performance.
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                    PETRONAS Syntium with CoolTechTMtechnology maximises :

          
            	Greater efficiency: up to 3% more fuel economy* and lower emissions thanks to the improved heat controlling ability and low friction offered by the new CoolTech+ technology.
	Enhanced protection: maximum protection against wear, up to 37.8% better at protecting critical parts against wear**, for longer engine life and lower maintenance costs.
	Maintain performance: up to 68% better oxidation resistance*** to maintain stable performance for the entire drain interval and maximise the efficiency of the engine.



* Based on industry standard test SEQUENCE VIE, against the API SP limit.

**Based on industry standard test SEQUENCE IVB, against the API SP limit.

*** Based on industry standard test SEQUENCE IIIH, against the API SP limit.
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        What makes it different?  

        
                                  Most engines only convert around 35% of the potential fuel energy into power. PETRONAS technology enables the 8-time FIA Formula One world championship-winning Mercedes-AMG PETRONAS Formula One car to achieve more than 50% thermal efficiency – making it the most efficient racing engine ever created. It’s just one way we’re racing towards a more sustainable future for everyone.

                  

              

    

      





              
  
           Our range of car engine oils 

              View all
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                               A day in the workshop 

                                            
                  
                
                          

                          
Total musical motivation for mechanics. Stay fresh and focused in your garage with our playlist. #PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool
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The soundtrack to your next adventure. Explore our selection of timeless tunes as you cruise the open road and watch the world go by. #PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool


                        

          

                  
                        
              
              
            

                        
            
                               Trackside Motivation 

                                            
                  
                
                          

                          
Get your race face on. Discover our collection of mood-boosting anthems to instantly power up your performance. #PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool
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                          What is the combined number of laps Russell and Lewis have completed in the 2023 season? Cast your vote in the comments below! 👇 

A. 2040 laps
B. 2020 laps
C. 2034 laps

#PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool #F1
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                          This weekend at the #USGP, Lewis Hamilton and George Russell gave an outstanding performance. The loss of Lewis’s podium finish due to technicality was disappointing, but we'll take these learnings back to the factory this week 💪
 
Instead, let's focus on the exceptional effort put in by the team. Lewis battled from 5th to 2nd, while George closed over 10 seconds on Verstappen after switching to medium tyres and reached 5th position in the final rankings.
 
In the words of Toto, ‘We need to take it on the chin, do the learning and come back stronger next weekend.’
 
Bring on the Mexico City GP!

#MexicoCityGP  #PETRONASMotorsports #PETRONAS #MercedesAMGF1 PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team
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                          Welcome to Austin, Texas, where Lewis Hamilton and George Russell will face 5.513 km of turbulent track, elevation changes, tight corners and sweeping sections, in which ride high is critical for car set-up. 
 
The track falling away, in turn one, requires total faith in the car keeping firmly planted on the tarmac. Determination and bravery is crucial throughout turns 2 and 7, taken at an average speed of over 250 km an hour. Are you ready partners? 🤠
 
#PETRONASMotorsports #PETRONAS #MercedesAMGF1 Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #AustinGP
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                          The PETRONAS Syntium 5000 AV 5W-30 is a fully synthetic lubricant, designed for many types of passenger cars using direct injection turbocharged gasoline and diesel engines. 

It provides the ultimate protection to exhaust systems, outstanding thermal stability, and extra-long fuel economy, so you can continue driving with total confidence and ultimate efficiency. 

PETRONAS Syntium 5000 AV 5W-30 also comes in Bag in Box packaging, helping to ensure maximum product usage and minimal waste 🌏🗑️

Learn more👉 https://bit.ly/3ZSQXEA
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                          Earlier this year, we set out to speak with our ambassadors, owners and managers of PETRONAS Network workshops, from across the EMEA Region to gain insight into their experience of being partners with PETRONAS Lubricants International.
 
Thank you to Garage B-Concept, Talleres VILOP, Servis Elçileri, Werkstatt KFZ Technik Ciavarella and AUTOFFICINA F.LLI ROTTIGNI, for sharing your experiences.
 
Missed when we first shared the videos? You can find them all on our YouTube channel: https://bit.ly/3sSVafg
 
#PETRONASSyntium #PassionateAboutProgress
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                          An eventful weekend in Qatar. Both Lewis Hamilton and George Russell put in a strong performance over Friday and Saturday, securing P2 and P3 for the Sunday Grand Prix. However, an early collision between Lewis and George resulted in a 1st lap retirement for Lewis. George set a strong pace, recovering from a 1st lap stop due to a puncture and securing 4th position.
 
The team's outstanding performance over Friday and Saturday and George’s tenacity on Sunday mean Mercedes has extended their second-place lead to 28 points. 
 
#QatarGP #PETRONASMotorsports #PETRONAS #MercedesAMGF1  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team
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                          The Losail Circuit, Qatar, is back for the second time in F1 History. Lewis Hamilton and George Russell will have only 1 hour of free practice to learn the fast and flowing 5.38km track featuring 36 gear changes and 16 corners taken at speeds ranging from 100km to 260km/h. Facing the challenges of sand drift, to grip and visibility, all while beating the heat. It’s going to be one for the books; bring on Qatar.
 
#PETRONASMotorsports #PETRONAS #MercedesAMGF1 PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team #QatarGP
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                          At PETRONAS Lubricants International (PLI), we’re #PassionateAboutProgress and change for the better.
 
Find out how PLI are building a better workplace by empowering employees and inspiring young talents, working towards a better future for the environment, and building a better business by achieving “Goal ZERO” across the organization: zero HSSE incidents, zero bias, and zero corruption.
 
Take a look at what change for a better future looks like for PLI: https://bit.ly/46At0UW
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                          Throwback to our incredible trip to Finland in March this year…

We were joined by Seb Delanney, Emma Walsh, Nerea Marti, Luca Talotta, Onur Koray, and Karolina Pilarczyk Professional Drift Driver, as we explored how we at PETRONAS are moving forwards towards a more efficient future for the automotive industry. 

Check out these action shots from our amazing trip #explorecool #racingtowardschange #anewdawn
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                          What a weekend at Suzuka! Lewis Hamilton and George Russell finished fifth and seventh in Sunday’s Japanese Grand Prix. Lewis battled admirably after an early contact from Sergio Perez resulted in a drop of position. Fortunately, no damage was taken to the car, and Lewis was able to run a two-stop strategy, sticking with hard tyres, overtaking Alonso at the infamous 130R.

Boxing for hard compound on lap 24, George put in a valiant effort running a one-stop strategy; however, despite their best efforts, the fresher-tyred cars could not be kept at bay. 
 
We take this opportunity to congratulate Red Bull Racing for securing the 2023 Constructors’ Championship while keeping our eyes on the races ahead and maintaining the 20-point advantage for second position.
 
#PETRONASMotorsports #PETRONAS #MercedesAMGF1 PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team #JapanGP
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                          Welcome to Suzuka, Japan.

5.80 km of pure racing, where each decision affects the coming turns. A true driver’s track with the steering wheel in constant motion and a 285 km per hour turn at the infamous 130R. It's the only figure-of-eight track on the F1 calendar - Lewis Hamilton and George Russell are ready, are you?
 
PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #PETRONAS #MercedesAMGF1 Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team  #JapanGP
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                          Marina Bay - the most physically demanding track on the F1 calendar.

With as much as 3kg of driver weight loss, Lewis Hamilton and George Russell are faced with tackling 23 corners at high speed on street surface conditions.

Full throttle, no holds barred, against the Singaporean skyline. Lewis and George, we’re rooting for you.

#MarinaBayGP #MercedesAMGF1 PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team
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                          Whether cruising along the road or racing on the track, PETRONAS Syntium with CoolTech+ technology has your back 🤝 

PETRONAS Syntium with CoolTech+ technology maximises efficiency by controlling engine-damaging heat in order to protect the engine’s most critical parts, whilst lowering fuel consumption and emissions.

Find out more about PETRONAS Syntium and its benefits here: https://bit.ly/467tvpc

#PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool
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                          Maximise thermal efficiency with the PETRONAS Syntium 7000 range of lubricants! 

Our fully synthetic oils with CoolTech™ protect your engine from the damaging heat, offers up to 38% protection against wear and contributes to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by up to 3%.

Find out more here: https://bit.ly/3LbZ9cR

#EngineCooling #PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool
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                          George Russell started strong from P4 on the grid, defending admirably against Perez. He battled with strength and determination throughout the race to maintain the position and finished in P5, despite the five-second penalty. Lewis Hamilton ran an offsetting strategy with hard tyres from take-off and climbed from 10th position to 6th, gaining ground after the swap to medium tyres at half distance.
 
The Mercedes AMG team had the third-fastest car in the field behind Red Bull and Ferrari. An excellent performance from both drivers - Bring on Singapore.

#F1 #PETRONAS #Syntium PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team   #ItalianGP #MonzaGP
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                          Welcome to Autodromo di Monza, home to the highest average corner speed of the F1 Calendar. 83% of the track is taken at full throttle, with only 40 gear changes per lap and a maximum speed of 327 KM an hour. Lewis Hamilton and George Russell, you've got this! Bring on the temple of speed.
 
#F1 #PETRONAS #Syntium PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS   Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team   #ItalianGP #MonzaGP
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                          The Dutch F1 weekend concluded with a truly eventful race. Heavy rain, safety cars, pit stops: in a chaos-fuelled race, Lewis’ finished in 6th and George in 17th place, penalised by a late puncture.

The team returns home after a hard lesson, determined to get back and give a good fight at the upcoming Italy GP in Monza next weekend.

Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS   #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #DutchGP #ExploreCool #passionateaboutprogress
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                          Away from the racetrack, Lewis Hamilton has been known to rock many a stylish outfit! From the more outlandish, to those straight out of the catwalk, which of these is your favourite?
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                          #ControltheHeat from within with PETRONAS Syntium’s CoolTech+™ technology, so you can achieve maximum thermal efficiency with your car.

Learn more about CoolTech+™ technology and how it can transform your car’s performance here: https://bit.ly/3qniJfc
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                          Beat the heat and ensure your journey goes smoothly by avoiding overheating your car this summer. ☀️🚗

Remember to check your coolant levels regularly and ensure proper engine maintenance before those long drives. And if you find yourself caught out, use the PETRONAS workshop finder tool to locate your nearest workshop: https://bit.ly/47gRwLO

Let's make this summer's road trips memorable for all the right reasons! 

#PETRONAS_Syntium #SummerRoadTrip #ExploreCool
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                          What a race!  Despite the rain, drivers pushed their cars to the limit to navigate a track known for its sharp turns and long straights. Lewis net the fastest lap of the race and secured 4th position, while George battled well to maintain 6th position after a tactical tyre change.
 
This Season has been full of twists and turns, but Lewis Hamilton and George Russell are giving their all, passionate about progress. We know there are podiums to come, and in the meantime, we see the Mercedes team push themselves for the fans, the love of the race and the tracks ahead.
 
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #BelgianGP #ExploreCool
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                          Welcome to Spa-Francorchamps, Belgium - the longest lap on the F1 Calendar! 83% of the track is driven full throttle, while drivers face as much as 5.3 Gs of lateral G-force... So, courage and bravery are vital to success, particularly at legendary overtaking points La Source and Les Combes. Lewis and George, you've got this 🤝🇧🇪
 
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #BelgianGP #ExploreCool
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                          PETRONAS Syntium 7000 0W-8 is formulated with CoolTech™ technology to effectively control the heat. It protects your engine's critical parts and supercharges your small car's efficiency, so you enjoy enhanced performance and protection on your every journey. 

Learn more about PETRONAS Syntium 7000 0W-8, and where you can buy it, by visiting: https://bit.ly/3rLoeVn

#PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool
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                          It was one scorcher of a Sunday for our racers, with the Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team putting in solid efforts and finishes in Budapest. 
 
We saw a brilliant recovery drive from George Russell, jumping from P18 to P6, and a strong P4 finish for Lewis Hamilton. We’ve now extended the gap over third in the Constructors’ Championship to 39 points, ahead of the final race in Stavelot before the summer break.
 
Let’s GO! 

Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #HungarianGP  #ExploreCool
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                          New PETRONAS Syntium Bag in Box packaging is designed to transform engine oil storage in vehicle workshops worldwide 📦⚡️

✅ UN homologated and compliant with all safety and transport regulations 

✅ Easy to handle and store for smoother workshop and warehousing operations

✅ Metal dispenser racks stack up to 6 PETRONAS Syntium Bag in Box products

✅ Saves valuable shopfloor space by up to 9%, enabling you to focus on your operations and customers

Check out our full range: https://bit.ly/46PZpaM
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                          A challenging track awaits Lewis Hamilton and George Russell this weekend at the Hungaroring, with plenty of blue skies and sunshine expected.
 
Will Lewis and George secure another podium finish this year…?
 
Hungary, here we come! 🏁🇭🇺
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                          What a weekend at Silverstone!
 
The team's hard work and dedication on and off the track secured 3rd and 5th finishing positions. A special congratulations to Lewis Hamilton, who broke records by being the first driver in the sport's history to secure his 14th British Grand Prix podium finish!
 
Bring on Hungary 🇭🇺
 
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #BritishGP #HungarianGP  #ExploreCool
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                          A difficult day as George and Lewis finish 7th and 8th in Austria. Time to regroup and prepare for the team's home race at Silverstone this coming Sunday 🇬🇧🤝
 
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #AustrianGP #BritishGP #ExploreCool
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                          Nestled in the Styrian mountains, the #AustrianGP features just ten corners, and the shortest lap time on the 2023 calendar. So, expect some serious speed! ⛰️⚡️
 
Are Lewis and George ready to race under mountains of pressure? Here they are to tell us more... 🇦🇹
 
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #ExploreCool
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                          In congested cities, your car needs outstanding fuel economy and instant lubrication to handle the stop-start traffic 🚦

PETRONAS Syntium 5000 CP is designed especially for modern compact vehicles, featuring optimal resistance to high temperature oxidation and oil thickening and protection against the premature wear of engine parts. Plus, it’s now available with ACEA C2, C3 spec and broader OEM approvals. 

Learn more here: https://bit.ly/3JTWZyf

#ExploreCool #PETRONAS_Syntium #PETRONAS
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                          Drive a New Energy Vehicle? The PETRONAS iona fluid product portfolio helps to boost the reliability, energy efficiency and performance of electric vehicles - from the small city car through to commercial trucks. 

Learn more about the future of fluid technology solutions: https://bit.ly/469iHaZ
 #PETRONASiona #PETRONAS #electricvehicles
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                          More progress! Lewis and the team continue to chip away at the leaders, taking a huge third place in Canada, while George bravely battled on after an unlucky early crash. We remain second in the Constructors’ Championship, with all eyes now on the #AustrianGP in less than two weeks' time. 🇨🇦 🇦🇹
 
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS  #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #CanadianGP #ExploreCool
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                          This weekend sees Lewis return to the track where he won his first-ever grand prix in 2007 - and he's won six more there since. Can he or George add to his record-equalling tally? 
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team  PETRONAS MOTORSPORTS   #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #CanadianGP #ExploreCool
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                          #ItsANewDawn 🎵 

Holidays. Snow or sun? Comment below ⬇️
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                          Caught up with James Mark - EMEA Marketing Director and Dr Chris Paddon - Head of Sustainability Development on my recent trip to Lapland 🥶 

We spoke all things Petronas and what the plan for the future is. I also managed to add some very important statistics to the conversation 😋

Thanks for having me @petronassyntium #racingtowardschange #anewdawn #petronas
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                          An insanely “cool” experience in Finland with @petronassyntium in less than a minute. ❄️ 

Lapland, e-bikes, snowmobiles, ice driving and everything Petronas. So great to spend time learning about the brand and the team in the Finnish landscape. A wonderful group of people too. We had so much fun! 

I’ll be sharing my interviews soon. Keep an eye out. 👀

COOL IS GETTING MORE FROM LESS 

#racingtowardschange #anewdawn #petronassyntium #petronas
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                          Mercedes F1 Car Launch 2023 #ExploreCool

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfuFxb8UbhA
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                          #Content #Motorsports #LubricantsAll car owners need to take care of their cars, and the 7-time Formula 1 World Champion is not excluded! At PETRONAS workshops, you are getting products trusted by the Mercedes-AMG PETRONAS F1 Team with a unique service and customer experience! Use our locator tool to find the closest workshop near you, go to our website: https://uk.pli-petronas.com/en-gb/wor... #PETRONASWorkshops #PETRONASFTS #Automotive #Lubricants #Motorsports #Formula1 #Content

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vU-NpSvIONc
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                          A throwback to our catch up with Emma Walsh at the PETRONAS Sytium UK workshop earlier this year. Watch Emma trackside, as she tells us about her favourite cars, the best road trip and how she keeps cool under pressure!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YcYYQx_rmXk
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                          When you face your fears, you are your own competitor in tackling them head-on, in order to progress 😮 💨

This is how you #OutRaceYourself on and off the track, as @lewishamilton and @georgerussell63 explain... 🎥

#PassionateAboutProgress #MercedesAMGF1 #LewisHamilton #LH44 #GeorgeRussell #GR63
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                          Curve difficili. Skyline mozzafiato. Caldo e umidità. Il tutto racchiuso nel circuito forse più impegnativo dell'anno. La prima gara in notturna della F1 è tornata: @lewishamilton e @georgerussell63 ci raccontano lo spettacolare Gran Premio di Singapore di domenica 🌃🇸🇬

Bumpy corners. Spectacular skylines. Heat and humidity. All rolled into perhaps the toughest circuit of the year. F1's first-ever night race is back - here's @lewishamilton and @georgerussell63 to talk us through Sunday's spectacular Singapore Grand Prix 🌃🇸🇬
 
@MercedesAMGF1 @petronasmotorsports
 
#PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #SingaporeGP #F1nightrace #ExploreCool
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                          The journey continues! Today, @PETRONASMotorsports and @MercedesAMGF1 announced a multi-year renewal of our Title and Technical Partnership from 2026 onwards 🤝
 
Since 2010, we've combined to achieve world-class performances both on and off the track, culminating in eight constructors’ world championships and 115 Grand Prix victories – an achievement unmatched in F1. 

Through continuous technical innovation, we're bringing our F1-class experience and technologies to drivers around the world, through our PETRONAS Syntium engine oils and PETRONAS Tutela functional fluids.
 
Together, let's write some more history... ✍️🏆
 
#PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1 #ExploreCool
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                          Un grazie di cuore a tutti coloro che hanno visitato il nostro stand ad @automechanika_official 2022! E se non ce l'avete fatta, non preoccupatevi: ecco i momenti migliori di questo incredibile evento 🎥

A huge thank you to all who visited our stand at @automechanika_official 2022! Don’t worry if you didn’t get chance to visit - here are the highlights of an incredible event 📹

#ExploreCool #PETRONAS_Syntium #PETRONAS #EngineOil #AMF22 #Automechanika
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                          For the first time since 2018, PETRONAS Lubricants International (PLI) attended September's Automechanika trade fair in Frankfurt, Germany, to showcase our latest advancements in fluid technologies. At the event, we interviewed Tina Papatzikos-Leicht, EMEA Head of Brand, Digital &amp; Communication at PLI, to learn more about the company's attendance, including: ✅ Why it was so important to meet automotive partners and customers in person after so long apart✅ PLI's exhibition of our new range of products, including PETRONAS Syntium with CoolTech+ Technology, PETRONAS iona for EVs, and PETRONAS Tutela coolants and fluids✅ The company’s introduction of new sustainable packaging, Bag-In-Box, which reduces plastic usage by over 90%✅And much, much more…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Y7qWpfeZ0U
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                          “Le montagne russe più veloci su cui possiamo salire..." 🎢
 
Curve a bassa velocità, rettilinei lunghi e veloci. Con Monza alle porte, @lewishamilton e @georgerussell63 si preparano al circuito storico. 

Un appuntamento da non perdere 🇮🇹🏁

“It’s the fastest rollercoaster we get to ride…” 🎢
 
Slow speed corners and long, fast straights. With Monza right around the bend, @lewishamilton and @georgerussell63 are preparing for battle on the 100-year-old track. 

You won’t want to miss it 🇮🇹🏁
 
@mercedesamgf1 @petronasmotorsports #PETRONAS_Syntium #FormulaOne #F1
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                          In May, @missemmawalsh spent the day at TeamSport Karting in Watford, UK, exploring the benefits of PETRONAS Syntium and even taking part in a karting race! 

Here’s a sneak preview of the event – part 2 is coming soon... 

#ExploreCool #PETRONAS_Syntium #PETRONAS #EngineOil
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                          From qualifying to the podium, here's our video review of the incredible Go-Karting event we held for our top Italian PETRONAS Network Workshops at the Pista del Mare Kartodromo, Tuscany—featuring a very familiar face...⚡️🏎💨

Dalle qualifiche al podio, ecco la nostra video cronaca della “PETRONAS Workshop Race Challenge” la gara finale di Go-Kart che abbiamo organizzato per le nostre migliori officine italiane del Network PETRONAS al Kartodromo Pista del Mare, in Toscana, con un volto davvero familiare… ⚡️🏎💨

@valse_27 #ExploreCool #PETRONAS_Syntium #PETRONAS #EngineOil
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                          Allunga la vita del motore e riduci i costi di manutenzione con PETRONAS Syntium. 

La NUOVA tecnologia CoolTech+™ offre ora il 37,8% di protezione in più contro l’usura delle parti critiche del motore. 

Scopri di più su explore-cool.com 

Experience longer engine life and lower maintenance costs with PETRONAS Syntium. 

NEW CoolTech+™ technology now offers 37.8% stronger protection against the wear of critical engine parts. 

Learn more at explore-cool.com 

#ExploreCool #PETRONAS_Syntium #PETRONAS #Engine Oil
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                          AD | Petronas Part 2: What’s cooler? 

I had a lovely chat with David, Technical Services Manager from Petronas about their new product range. 

What is CoolTech Technology, why is it important to keep your engine cool and how does @petronassyntium keep the drivers cool under pressure. We finished the interview off with a round of quick fire questions. 

What are your answers? Comment below ⬇️ 

Vanilla Ice or Coldplay 🧊 
Skiing or Snowboarding 🏂 
Vienetta or Magnum 🍦 
Penguins or Polar Bears 🐧 

Great day. Great team. Thanks for having me. X

#petronas #petronas_syntium #explorecool #f1 #mercedesamg 

🎥 @adamhthompson
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                          Autopromotec 2022: grazie a tutti!
È stato davvero un piacere incontrare di persona i nostri partner e clienti per confrontarci sul mondo dell’automotive.
 
Autopromotec 2022: thanks to everyone!
It was a real pleasure to meet our partners and customers to discuss the world of automotive.
 
#PETRONAS #PETRONAS_syntium #Autopromotec #ExploreCool
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                          AD | Spent the day at TeamSport Karting with @petronas_syntium this week getting myself involved in their workshop and karting race. What a great day! 

Part 2 on its way next… 

Where do you think I placed? 🏆

#PETRONAS_Syntium #ExploreCool #petronas
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                          Meet our NEW range of PETRONAS Syntium products with CoolTech+™ technology, supporting drivers like you to reduce emissions and fuel consumption for cleaner, more cost-effective and efficient mobility. 🌱🌍 

 Ti presentiamo la nostra NUOVA gamma di prodotti PETRONAS Syntium con tecnologia CoolTech+™, che supporta gli automobilisti come te per ridurre le emissioni e i consumi di carburante, per una mobilità più sostenibile, più efficiente e più conveniente. 🌱🌍

 #PETRONASSyntium #CoolTech #Technology #Efficiency #Sustainability
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                          We at PLI are proud to announce a venture never seen before; an exclusive masterclass which involved The University of Southampton, Malaysian and Italian students in a live e-lesson. The class was held by En De Liow, our young engineer who is behind the successes of the Mercedes-AMG Petronas Formula One Team.

Talent development, education, and investment in future generations embody PETRONAS' desire to create diverse and multitalented teams. Building a bridge between Malaysia and Italy was the chance to show how our Global R&amp;T Centre in Turin and the F1 Petronas Trackside Fluid Engineers work together to bring our innovative fluids and lubricants from the track to the road and to share with new generations the values that drive PETRONAS’ teams and people - Loyalty, Integrity, Professionalism and Cohesiveness.

#PTFE #Formula1 #innercool #energywithin
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